The Mischievous Banana
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Barry: I’m hungry, but these bananas aren’t ripe yet! I’ll just do this puzzle to pass the time.

Clock: (Very fast) Tick tock, ding dong, ding dong.

Barry: The bananas just got ripe! I’ll just...

Banana: (High voice) Woah, woah! Don’t eat me!

Barry: Why not?

Banana: Because.

Barry: Because why?

Banana: (Makes his face go green) I’m not even ripe yet!

Barry: You were just yellow though!

Banana: I’m de-aging.

Barry: (Walks out to the living room) The bananas were talking, Dad!

Dad: Did you try out for the play again?

Barry: No! The bananas were talking!

Dad: Bananas don’t talk!

Barry: (Walks back out to the kitchen)

(Yelling) My puzzle! That banana is probably guilty! Where is it?

Banana: (Sneaky voice) he, he, he

Barry: Aha! There you are. I’m going to eat you!
Banana: No you’re not. I have brothers.

(High voices)

Banana brothers: Hi-ya!

Barry: Ow!

All bananas: he, he, he

Banana: Baboon face!

Barry: Hey! Yum (eats the banana then goes into the living room) Dad, the bananas wrecked my puzzle.

Dad: Bananas only go in your mouth, nothing else!

Barry: But, Dad...

Dad: Don’t ‘but’ me. Go to bed and rest!

Barry: (Goes to bed and sleeps)

(Yawns) Why are all these bananas in my bed?!

Banana Army: (Chant) Where is Steve? Where is Steve? Where is Steve?

Barry: Who is Steve? Is he that stupid banana?

Banana Army: Yes!

Banana General: Attack!

Banana Army: Fling! Hi-ya! Fling! Hi-ya!

Dad: Barry, get ready for school!

Barry: I would if I wasn’t being pelted by bananas!

Dad: Don’t start that again.

Barry: Really bananas? I’m going to eat you all if you don’t stop!

Banana General: Halt! Retreat!

Barry: Too late! I’m on an only banana diet! (Munch, Munch) Yum!
Everybody: Moral: never eat a talking banana because aliens don’t wear hats.

THE END